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Performance Criteria for Designing Optimised SFN for DRB 

1. Introduction 

Canada recently adopted the internationally standardised Eureka 147 Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) 
technology for its implementation of new digital radio broadcasting (DRB) services at L-band 
frequencies. 

Technical studies focusing on synchronised single frequency network (SFN) transmitter configurations 
have helped to identify performance criteria for properly designing such networks and optimisation 
methods to consider for such a design. 

This document describes results of such a study that considers as an example a symmetrical three-
transmitter network with 50 km transmitter separation and operating at L-band (1.5 GHz) in Modes I, II 
and IV. This particular network configuration is considered both for its simplicity and its ability to 
replicate existing FM coverage that typically has a 90 km width. For more complex transmitter network 
structures, a study in [1] presents additional considerations and analysis. 

The SFN concept attempts to use the total signal energy from a network of multiple transmitters 
operating on a single frequency, in a constructive fashion within the receiver. This should provide some 
performance gain compared to the use of a single transmitter configuration. 

Section 2 presents technical background on how the Eureka 147 technology operates in an SFN 
environment. It also described the two major limiting factors of SFN performance: intra-SFN interference 
and Doppler spreading 

Some interesting criteria to identify the performance of SFN transmitter configurations are presented. 
These include service availability, network gain, carrier-to-interference ratio and interference-to-noise 
ratio. 

The remainder of this document looks at how these performance criteria can be used to optimise the 
design of an SFN taking into consideration the intra-SFN interference and Doppler spreading limitations 
and the resulting coverage. Section 3 looks at how these performance criteria can be applied to identify 
the SFN performance of the reference configuration in Mode II. The performance limitations are studied 
and methods of optimisation are considered. Section 4 further looks at improving performance by 
switching to Mode I and discusses the resulting advantages and disadvantages using the performance 
criteria presented earlier. Section 5 continues the study by considering how the SFN performance can be 
further improved by going to Mode IV, always based on the performance criteria presented earlier. 

Details of the computer simulations and laboratory and field measurements are provided in Appendices. 
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2. Single Frequency Networks for DRB 

The Eureka 147 DRB technology specifies a multi-carrier modulation scheme with a temporal guard 
band. This band, referœd to as the guard interval, serves to minimise inter-symbol interference (ISI) in a 
multipath mobile channel where signal echoes can be present. This robustness to ISI from signal echoes 
exists not only for 'passive echoes' but also for 'active echoes' including those from on-channel 
transmitters. 

This section explains how DRB systems can operate in an SEN  environment with such 'active echoes' 
from on-channel transmitters. The importance of the guard interval and its impact on the maximum 
transmitter separation is discussed. 

Various performance criteria are proposed for defining SFN performance. It is shown that SFN 
performance is mostly limited by two types of impairments: 

i) interference due to desired signal energy occurring outside of the guard interval, referred to as intra-
SFN interference (IasFN); 

ii) spectral spreading due to the Doppler effect. 

2.1 Guard Interval Zone 

The Eureka 147 DRB technology [2, 3] implements a wide-band (1.536 MHz channel bandwidth) multi-
carrier modulation scheme using COFDM (coded orthogonal frequency division multiplexing) with 
DQPSK on the individual carriers. Four modes of operation are provided as described in Table 1. 

Mode 	 I 	 IV 	 II 	 ni 
Number of carriers 	 1536 	768 	384 	192 

Carrier spacing [kHz] 	 1 	 2 	 4 	 8 

Useful symbol duration [ Ms] 	1000 	500 	250 	125 

Guard interval duration pis] 	246 	123 	62 	31 

Total symbol duration [its] 	1246 	623 	312 	156 

Table 1: Parameters for the four transmission modes of Eureka 147 DRB. 

In addition to error control coding and time- and frequency-interleaving, a temporal guard band called a 
guard interval is included. This helps to reduce the effect of ISI found in the multipath mobile channel, 
by considering as statistically constructive all energy from signal echoes with time delays smaller than 
the guard interval duration, i.e., all signals received within the guard interval duration. This statistical 
process occurs with naturally occurring echoes, e.g., reflections from mountains or buildings, and also 
with forced echoes from on-channel transmitters. It is this feature that permits the use of SFN 
configurations. 
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The area in which signals from all transmitters are received within the guard interval duration is referred 
to in this document as the guard interval zone (GIZ). In this area, all signals add constructively. The 
shape and position of the GIZ is a function of the SEN  geometry defined by the transmitter positioning 
and relative separation between each as well as the time synchronisation between transmitters. As an 
example, Figure 1 presents the GIZ contours for a three-transmitter  SEN  with 50 km transmitter spacing 
and perfect time synchronisation between transmitters, i.e., each transmitter emits the same signal at 
precisely the same moment - this requires a signal distribution system such as satellite, microwave or 
fibre optics. The figure presents three GIZ contours representing Mode IV (123 its), Mode II (62 ms) and 
Mode III (31 gs). Mode I GIZ contours do not appear because with the guard interval of 246 its, the GIZ 
encompasses the whole area shown in the figure. With a guard interval of 167 its corresponding to a 
propagation distance of 50 km, all three transmitters would be within the GIZ. 

Figure 1: Guard interval zone (GIZ) as a function of the guard interval duration for a three- 
transmitter SFN with 50 km separation. Transmitters are identified as asterisks. 

By selecting a sufficiently large value of guard interval duration, the GIZ can be made to encompass all 
three transmitters, such that the signal energy from all transmitters is always received constructively. 
There is however a practical upper limit to the choice of guard interval duration in a DRB system. The 
raw data throughput of the system (2.304 Mbit/s) has been fixed, and the ratio of useful symbol duration 
over guard interval duration is set to 4. Therefore, increasing the guard interval duration leads to an 
increase in the useful symbol duration, which means reduced frequency spacing of the COFDM carriers. 
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The selection of carrier spacing is lower bounded by the Doppler spread of the signal produced by the 
mobile receiver in motion and to a lesser degree by the frequency stability sensitivity of the receiver 
hardware; this corresponds to an upper bound on the guard interval duration. The approach of bringing 
all transmitters within the GIZ is therefore the simplest approach although it is certainly not the most 
economical approach, requiring a larger number of close-spaced transmitters to cover the same area. 

Received signals appearing outside of the guard interval do not suddenly become completely destructive, 
but rather less constructive and increasingly destructive as a function of the time delay relative to the 
guard interval. This is indicated in Equation (1) by the constructive portion al  of the signal energy 
received from the transmitter i [4, 5] for a guard interval duration A, relative delay 5;  and useful symbol 
duration t-s . 

o 	 8 i  < — ts  

2 
[1 —  L±ts 	— ts  81  < 0 

1 
2 

A<Si <ts +A 
ts  

0 	 (S i ts +A 

Equation 1: Constructive contribution of the signal received from transmitter i. 

The constructive contribution ai  can be seen in Figure 2 with the corresponding destructive contribution 
(1 - ai) for the signal received from transmitter i. 

0 	A 	 (t. + A) 

Relative delay Si  of transmitter signal i 

Figure 2: Constructive (a i ) ) and destructive (1 -  a.)  contributions of the signal received from 
transmitter i. 

06 i = 
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While the constructive contribution decreases as the signal's relative delay falls outside the guard 
interval, it is useful to consider the situation where signal contributions are not yet completely 
constructive, i.e., before the end of the total symbol duration (ts  + A) . Figure 3 presents an example of 
such a situation where the GIZ contours for the reference  SEN configuration operating in Mode II are 
shown for 100% (inner contour), 90% (middle contour) and 80% (outer contour) constructive 
contribution. The transmitters are identified as 'x'. 

Distance (km) 

Figure 3: Reference three-transmitter SFN with 50 km transmitter separation operating in Mode 
II, showing the GIZ contours for 100% (inner), 90% (middle) and 80% (outer) constructive 

contribution. Transmitters are identified as 'x'. 

2.2 Performance Criteria 

Before defining ways of measuring SFN performance, it is important to identify the mechanisms which 
limit this performance. The two major performance limitation mechanisms are presented next with a 
discussion of useful SFN performance criteria. 
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2.2.1 Intra-SFN Interference 

For any telecommunications system, the presence of noise and interference in the channel tends to distort 
the transmitted signal thus limiting the coverage. The analysis of noise is normally based on the additive 
white Gaussian (AWG) noise model. The modelling of interference is not as simple. 

Interference considered as part of this study is intra-SFN interference (Ia sFN). This type of interference 
occurs when signal energy from one of the SFN on-channel transmitters (i.e. intra-SFN) is received 
outside the guard interval, thus resulting in inter-symbol interference. Assuming log-normal distribution 
and full correlation of constructive and destructive components of the same signal, the resulting intra-
SFN interference will be partially correlated with the resulting useful signal. The impact of this partial 
correlation may not be negligible: increased correlation leads to smaller variation of the C/(N+I). 
However, Monte Carlo simulations of this phenomenon indicate that very little correlation generally 
exists, in effect leading to an increase of C/(N+I) variation. 

The effect of intra-SFN interference, orrmipresent when large transmitter separation distances are 
considered, is critical on the performance of the transmitter network. An important occurrence of this 
type of interference happens in cases where network configurations become more complex with a greater 
number of transmitters; in such circumstances, intra-SFN interference will be a greater problem and care 
must be taken to properly optimise the network; this is discussed in [1]. To measure this SFN 
performance, it is interesting to consider various criteria. Service availability, snetwork gain and carrier-
to-interference ratio are considered next. 

Service Availability 

The service availability F(L, T) is a measure of the percentage of location L and time T in a given area 
where the total signal energy (including constructive and destructive contributions from all transmitted 
signals ) will be greater than a given threshold. This performance criteria for the coverage is quite 
common in radio and television broadcasting. Analogue systems typically consider a 50% availability as 
acceptable, because they exhibit gradual failure. However, digital systems suffer from more abrupt 
failure so higher availability figures must be considered in the design. Values between 90 and 99% are 
typically considered. 

Network Gain 

The network gain GNETwoRK [5] is a measure of the increase in apparent received signal energy due to 
power addition of multiple signals, and is expressed as: 

where N represents the noise, C„,„,,, the fully constructive desired signal associated with the strongest 
energy level, Ci  and h the constructive and destructive components respectively of the transmitted signal 

The network gain is positive when mostly constructive components are present, and negative with 
important destructive components. This criteria is useful to evaluate SFN performance, but it does not 
offer an absolute reference to performance, since inclusion of the noise contribution does not permit 
differentiation between power-limited performance and interference-limited performance. 
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C// 

The carrier-to-interference ratio C// differs from the network gain by its independence from noise, and so 
not only does it present a measure of the SFN performance, it also provides and estimate of its feasibility. 
C// is expressed as: 

1 

where Ci  represents the constructive component and h the destructive component of the transmitted 
signal j. 

The receiver will require a minimum value of C/(N+I) to operate. Assuming a best-case scenario where 
the noise level is negligible, the receiver performance can be determined using C//. In such 
circumstances, all areas where the C// criteria is above a minimum required level, adequate service will 
not be available regardless of the transmitted signal power. This is obvious when one considers that an 
increase in the transmitted power energy will increase the received constructive energy, but also the 
received destructive energy. The C// criteria is well suited for evaluating SFN feasibility, which is not a 
factor of transmitted power or noise, but rather of interference from TasFN. 

The service availability as a function of the C// is presented in Figure 4 for C// standard deviation values 
of 4, 6 and 8 dB. These results assume the noise energy to be much less th an  the interference level, and 
the C/(N+I) C/I 14 dB for a 50% service availability. These results indicate that a C// of 22 dB offers 
about 90% service availability when the C// standard deviation is 6 dB. If the noise level is equivalent to 
the interference level, a resulting C/(N+I) value of 25 dB, corresponding to an equivalent reduction of the 
signal level by 3 dB, is required to achieve the same 90% service availability. 

Given the above SFN performance criteria, SFN optimisation can be considered using the C// criteria as a 
first step to identify and optimise for intra-SFN interference limitations. The GivETwoRK criteria can then be 
considered to identify and optimise for noise limitations. Finally, service in the SFN can be described 
using the service availability criteria. 

2.2.2 Doppler Spreading 

The signals seen by a mobile receiver are always subjected to a spectral shift due to the Doppler effect. 
Each transmitted signal is affected independently as a function of the signal angle of arrival, receiver 
velocity and direction. The severity of this Doppler shift's impact on the service depends on the multi-
carrier spacing used, therefore the mode of operation, and also on the receiver's ability to deal with 
closely spaced carriers (phase noise, stability, etc.). For example, Mode II has a 4 kHz carrier spacing 
compared to the 1 kHz spacing in Mode I. Therefore, Mode I should be four times more sensitive to 
Doppler shifts. 

The worst-case situation for Doppler occurs when the receiver is moving towards one signal source and 
away from another, with both signals having almost the same amplitude. Each signal is received with 
some spectral shifting and the receiver will perceive a resulting signal with spectral spreading. Under 
such circumstances, a receiver performance degradation will occur and the maximum degradation 
deemed acceptable is generally 4 dB at a BER level of 104  [6]. This corresponds to a required increase of 
the signal-to-noise ratio of 4 dB to achieve the same performance as without Doppler spread. Receiver 
velocities up to 140 km/h or more should be considered in the design of a system to account for high-
speed transit. For a system operating at L-band (1.5 GHz), results in [5] suggest that the receiver velocity 
should be limited to 184 km/h in Mode II and 46 km/h in Mode Tif the system performance degradation 
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is to be no more than 4 dB. Of course, Mode I was designed for use at VHF frequencies, where the speed 
limitation is nowhere near this; i.e. at 150 MHz the respective speed limitations would be 10 times those 
at 1.5 GHz, or greater than 400 km/h in Mode I. There is therefore no concern for speed limitation when 
the Eureka 147 DAB technology in Mode l is  properly applied. 
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Figure 4: Service availability as a function of carrier-to-interference ratio 
for different values of C// standard deviation. 
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SFN Performance with Mode II 

The performance of SEN  is considered for DRB operating at L-band in Mode II. Two  SEN  scenarios are 
considered, the first being a generic three-transmitter SFN with 50 km transmitter separation and the 
second an experimental installation in Montréal. 

The SEN performance criteria presented in the previous sections will be considered in an example of 
optimisation of the Montréal SEN  when considering intra-SFN interference and Doppler shifts. 

3.1 Intra-SFN Interference 

The 62 ps guard interval duration of Mode II corresponds to a signal propagation distance of 18.75 km. 
Figure 3 showed the GIZ contours for 100% (inner contour), 90% (middle contour), and 80% (outer 
contour) constructive contribution in a three-transmitter  SEN  at L-band in Mode II with 50 km 
transmitter separation. If the transmitters were separated by no more than 18.75 km, they would all be 
within the 100% constructive GIZ contour. With such an SEN configuration, intra-SEN  interference 
would not exist because all signal energy would be constructive. This is not the case when transmitters 
are separated by more than 18.75 km. For the reference  SEN configuration discussed here with 50 km 
transmitter spacing, it is important to determine the extent of this interference. 

3.1 .1 Generic SFN 

The reference  SEN configuration (Mode II, 50 km spacing) is designed and studied using the CRC- COV 
Broadcast Coverage Synthesis & Prediction software tool. Each of the three transmitters emit 3.5 kW 
ERP from an omni-directional antenna positioned at 70 m EHAAT. The computer simulations assume 
the ITU-R Recommendation 370 propagation model modified for the 1.5 GHz band and a 1.5 m receive 
antenna height. 

Figure 5 presents the service availability of this generic SFN, showing contours for F(50%, 50%) (dashed 
line) and F(90%, 90%) (thick line). The three transmitters are identified as small 'x' in the middle of 
each circle. These results show that the centre region between transmitters has a service availability of 
between 50% and 90%, with regions closer to individual transmitters achieving better than 90% 
availability. 

Figure 6 presents the network gain of this  SEN,  showing contours for 0 dB (thick line) and 3 dB (dashed 
line). The three transmitters are identified as small 'x' in the middle of each circle. These results show 
that the centre region between transmitters has a network gain greater than 0 dB, with 3 dB or more 
found in nanow corridors between transmitters. The positive network gain occurs in areas where most of 
the signal energy falls within the guard interval, and where the signal energy falling outside the guard 
interval is relatively small. The negative network gain or network loss, not shown in Figure 6 but 
occurring behind transmitters, is caused by non-negligible signal energy falling outside of the guard 
interval, and thus becoming intra-SFN intetference. 

Figure 7 presents the C// of this SFN, showing contours for 17 dB (thick line) and 25 dB (dashed line). 
The three transmitters are identified as small 'x' within the inner contour. These results show that for 
most of the area between and in close sunounding to the transmitters, a C// value of 25 dB or greater is 
achieved. It decreases slowly, reaching values of 17 dB at distances of 35 km or more away from the 
transmitters. 
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Figure 5: Service availability of F(50, 50) [dashed] and F(90, 90) [thick] for the generic 
SFN. Transmitters are identified as small 'x'. 

Figure 6: Network gain of 0 dB [thick] and 3 dB [dashed] for the generic SFN. 
Transmitters are identified as small 'ye'. 
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Figure 7: Carrier-to-interference ratio of 17 dB [thick] and 25 dB [dashed] for the generic SFN. 
Transmitters are identified as small 'x'. 

Assuming a receiver with a C// threshold of 25 dB for 90% availability (refer to Figure 5) or otherwise 
17 dB for 50% availability, results in Figure 7 show the area where 25 dB for 90% or better should be 
achieved when using optimal transmit power levels. The figure also shows the area where 17 dB for 50% 
or better should be achieved when using optimal transmit power levels. 

These results show that this generic SEN configuration is feasible since its performance is not 
interference-limited. However, its service availability performance shown in Figure 5 is less than what 
Figure 7 suggests can be achieved. Coverage is therefore not interference-limited but rather power- 

Increasing the transmit power levels should provide a better coverage, close to that suggested in Figure 7. 
An increase in the power of all three transmitters from 3.5 kW to 20 kW provides the service availability 
results shown in Figure 8. The transmitters are identified as small 'x' within the inner contour. Further 
increasing the transmit power levels, although not shown here, would result in an even greater coverage 
area, but this follows the law of diminishing returns. 

The resulting C// performance of this new SFN configuration with increased transmit power levels is 
exactly as shown in Figure 7 for the original configuration. This confirms that the generic  SEN  
configuration is not interference-limited. 

The C// results for this generic case are well behaved, i.e., the value of C// required for a 90% service 
availability is easily achieved in most regions, and it decreases slowly as the receiver moves away from 
the coverage area. 
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Figure 8: Service availability of F(50, 50) [dashed] and F(90, 90) [thick] for the generic SFN 
with radiated power increased from 3.5 kW to 20 kW at all three transmitters. 

Transmitters are identified as small 'x'. 

3.1.2 Experimental Montréal SFN 

The experimental Montréal SFN described in Appendix C and summarised in Table 2 is studied using the 
CRC- COV Broadcast Coverage synthesis & Prediction software tool. Because the propagation model 
used in these simulations takes into consideration the terrain elevation and ground cover, the results 
differ considerably from those presented previously for the generic SFN. 

Site 	 Mont-Royal 	Rigaud 	Lac Echo 

Transmit Power (ERP) [W] 	 1740 	155 	310 

Antenna Height (AGL) [m] 	 30 	31 	70 

Antenna Height (EHAAT) [m] 	200 	200 	330 

Table 2: Transmitter parameters of the experimental Montréal SFN. 

Figure 9 presents the terrain topography of the 120 km-wide area centred on the SFN installation. 
Elevation contour lines are shown at 20 m interval. The dark area represents water bodies; the St-
Lawrence river runs from the North-East to the South-West, passing to the South of the island of 
Montréal. At the South-West end of the island, the river splits into the Ottawa river, which runs North- 
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West. The terrain is relatively flat to the South and immediately to the North of Montréal, but is very 
mountainous starting around Lac Echo and fiirther North. 

Figure 9: Terrain topography of the Montréal area with 10 km grid. The three transmitter 
sites are labelled accordingly. 

The main transmitter labelled Mont-Royal is located on the elevated site of Mont-Royal, on the island of 
Montréal. The contour lines indicate the elevated peak, which is 210 m ASL at the tower site. The IF 
signal generated at this site is fed by microwave links to two other sites with co-channel transmitters, and 
special delay circuitry allows all three transmitters to be perfectly synchronised. 

The first co-channel transmitter labelled Rigaud is located 55 km West of Mont-Royal, near the town of 
Rigaud. The antenna site is on a plateau located at the top of the Rigaud mountain. The site elevation is 
210 m ASL. Notice the Oka mountain to the East of Rigaud, which will results in some signal blockage. 

The second co-channel transmitter labelled Lac Echo is located 52 km North-West of Mont-Royal, near 
the town of Lac Echo in the Laurentian mountains. The site elevation is 302 m ASL. 

The coverage area includes most of the area between the three transmitters, as well as some extended 
areas North, East and South of Montréal, and North and South of Rigaud. 

To determine if the experimental Montréal SFN installation is optimally configured based on the criteria 
proposed so far, the service availability is simulated. 

Figure 10 presents service availability results for values of 50% (dashed lines) and 90% (thick lines). 
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Figure 10: Service availability of F(50, 50) [dashed] and F(90, 90) [thick] 
for the experimental Montréal SFN with 10 km grid. 

These service availability results show that some small areas of the Montréal island on which the Mont-
Royal transmission site is located offer a service availability of 50% or less and the Rigaud area - East of 
the island - is poorly covered in general. 

An area suffering from considerable interference is the Montréal island, where the Lac Echo transmitter 
is often in line-of-sight while the Mont-Royal transmitter might suffer from shadowing, resulting in two 
similar power signals with a relative time delay greater than the guard interval duration. This is 
particularly true for the region West of the Mont-Royal transmitter, which is mostly urban and suburban. 
In this area, the service availability can be less than 50% due to interference. 

Another problem area is near Rigaud where the mountain plateau prevents the signal from reaching the 
foot of the mountain. 

Mountains to the North of Rigaud block signals from the Rigaud transmitter; this may help coverage 
between Lac Echo and Mont-Royal by reducing interference from Rigaud. 

Three small mountains seen to the East of Montréal in figure 9 block the signals and reduce the coverage 
in that area. 

Although the service availability is poor in certain areas, it is not possible to deterrnine if this SFN 
configuration is optimal based on this criteria. Other criteria must be considered. 
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Figure 11 presents network gain results for values of -10 dB, 0 dB (thick lines) and 3 dB. 

Figure 11: Network gain of -10 dB [dashed lines near transmitters], 0 dB [thick] and 3dB 
[dashed lines in centre and top of area] for the experimental Montréal SFN with 10 km 

grid. 

These network gain results show that positive network gains are mainly located in the GIZ between the 
three transmitters, as would be expected, and in an area between Mont-Royal and Lac Echo towards the 
North-East. Network loss (or negative network gain) exists almost everywhere else such that values 
below -10 dB are quite common. Such areas are typical close to the individual transmitters. This is a 
clear indication that interference is not negligible, but this criteria cannot provide an indication of the 
SFN feasibility because negative network gain could be acceptable as a compromise in areas where the 
operating margin is very high. 

Figure 12 presents C// results for values of 17 dB (thick lines) and 25 dB (dashed lines). 
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Figure 12: Carrier-to-interference ratio of 17 dB [thick] and 25 dB [dashed] 
for the experimental Montréal SFN with 10 km grid. 

Results indicate that in the majority of the service area, the 25 dB C// criteria is met, although many 
areas, including a good section of the Montréal island as well as Rigaud and its surrounding areas, do not 
meet this 25 dB level. Even worse, some areas near the Mont-Royal and Rigaud transmitters do not even 
achieve 17 dB. This indicates that 50% or better service availability would not be achieved in these areas, 
even with an increase in transmit power. 

These C// results show that the experimental Montréal SEN in the configuration considered can not offer 
a service availability of 90% or better everywhere within the service area, regardless of transmit power. 
To verify this, the I/N criteria is considered; this criteria gives an indication of the importance of 
interference relative to noise, and is useful to determine if the performance limitation of an SFN is due to 
interference or noise. 

Figure 13 presents the I/N contour lines for values of 0 dB (thick lines), 10 dB and 20 dB. 
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Figure 13: Interference-to-noise ratio of 0 dB [thick], 10 dB [dashed line closer to thick 
line] and 20 dB for the experimental Montréal SFN with 10 km grid. 

These I/N results indicate that on most of the island of Montréal and to the South of it, the interference is 
greater than the noise by 10 dB or more. This is also the case in the area around the Lac Echo and Rigaud 
transmitters. In fact, more than half of the service area being considered has a value of I/N greater than 10 
dB. This is a clear indication that the SFN performance in this case is interference-limited. An increase in 
the transmit power would offer little improvement. 

These observations are confirmed by a theoretical study [7] that considers the effect of intra-SFN 
interference in SFNs containing more than three transmitters. It looks at the relationship between transmit 
power and intra-SFN interference, which is a function of transmitter separation and the guard interval 
duration. The published results indicate that increasing the transmit power can improve the SFN 
performance as long as noise is still a problem. Increasing the transmit power beyond a certain level, 
where the interference becomes greater than noise, has very limited impact on the SFN performance and 
its coverage because this also leads to increased interference levels. 

The coverage problems identified from computer simulation of the experimental Montréal SFN, i.e., the 
intra-SFN interference, can be attributed to the specific terrain topography. If in an area close to the 
Mont-Royal transmitter the terrain provided better blockage of the signals from the other two 
transmitters, the interference levels would be considerably reduced. 

Optimisation methods are now considered to determine if and how this SFN configuration would provide 
a better performance and coverage. 
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3.2 Optimisation 

The impact of intra-SFN interference is a function of the power differential between the total 
constructive energy and the interference, as indicated by the C// criteria. SFN designs should therefore be 
optimised to minimise the impact of interference at locations where signals fall outside of the guard 
interval. Increasing the value of C// over the whole coverage area, but more specifically in areas where 
service availability is unacceptably low, should then be the main objective of SFN optimisation. 

Simply increasing the transmit levels is not a useful method because it also results in increased 
interference levels. Methods considered here for maximising the C/I include beam shaping of the 
transmit antenna radiation pattern and time synchronisation of individual transmitters to displace the 
guard interval zone. 

3.2.1 Antenna Beann Shaping 

Shaping the radiation pattern of the transmit antenna to direct the signal energy where it is required may 
be useful to increase the SFN performance by minimising destructive signal contributions falling outside 
of the guard interval. 

Simple beam shaping is achieved by using an antenna pattern which distributes the transmitted energy in 
areas where it will contribute constructively. Such an antenna pattern can be designed to be directional 
with a large front-to-back ratio and as such is only applicable where directional antennas can be used. 

In a typical symmetrical or near-symmetrical SFN configurations, such as the experimental Montréal 
SFN, where it is desirable to have near-omni-directional transmit antenna patterns, the vertical pattern is 
of significant importance. An antenna with a narrow vertical beam-width can limit the signal energy to 
specific regions around the transmit site. 

Mechanical and/or electrical tilting of the antenna can also be considered to achieve the vertical beam 
shaping. A mechanical tilt is typically used on a directional antenna, but can also be used in conjunction 
with an electric tilt on an omni-directional antenna in order to limit the coverage in given azimuths, thus 
reducing interference, while offering maximal coverage in opposite azimuths. An electric tilt is a 
function of the antenna design, and is effective over all azimuths. It is typically used on an omni-
directional antenna, because this type of antenna can not be mechanically tilted without suffering 
considerable energy loss directed above the horizon. 

In difficult regions such as mountainous areas, multiple antenna panels may be considered to shape the 
beam horizontally as well as vertically, but careful design of the final assembly is required to minimise 
possible nulls in the resulting overall radiation pattern. 

Beam shaping optimisation is now applied to the experimental Montréal SFN considered in this 
document. Both the Mont-Royal and Rigaud transmitters are modified to include a 0.8° mechanical 
down-tilt in the direction of the Lac Echo site and a 1.0 0  electrical down-tilt. The Lac Echo transmitter is 
modified to include a 6.5° mechanical down-tilt in the direction of the Mont-Royal site and no electrical 
tilt. The objective is to minimise the energy from individual transmitters in the vicinity of other 
transmitters. The type and amount of tilt applied was selected to minimise the destructive signal energy 
outside the guard interval. 

Figure 14 presents the C// results for values of 17 dB (thick lines) and 25 dB (dashed lines) for the beam 
tilted SFN configuration. 
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Figure 14: Carrier-to-interference ratio of 17 dB [thick] and 25 dB [dashed] 
for the beam tilt-optimised experimental Montréal SFN with 10 km grid. 

Comparing these C// results with those in Figure 12 for the original (non-tilt-optimised) SFN 
configuration indicates that very little improvement is achieved with this tilt optimisation. Other tilt 
optimisation configurations were considered but did not provide any better results. 

The performance gain achievable with antenna beam shaping is a function of terrain roughness and 
antenna heights. In very hilly regions, it is almost impossible to implement an antenna tilt without 
causing a reduction in the coverage somewhere. 

The main limiting factor for the usefulness of beam shaping optimisation is the ratio of transmit antenna 
height ht, to average terrain roughness Ah. This (htjAh) value is small in rolling hilly areas, and the 
optimisation effectiveness is accordingly low. Large values of transmit antenna height should be 
considered to service in areas where the terrain presents large variations in its elevation. The literal 
'roughness' of the terrain is not so important as is the extremes in variations, which is represented by the 
'terrain roughness' factor defined as the difference between the 10-percentile and the 90-percentile 
values of elevation within a given radius distance from the transmitter. 

Another important factor is the terrain height respective to the antenna height in the coverage area. Figure 
15 presents the terrain elevation between the Mont-Royal and Lac Echo transmitters talcing into account 
Earth curvature. The figure shows the detailed elevation as well as the elevation to the same scale as the 
distance between transmitters. The insignificance of the terrain elevation variation relative to the distance 
between the sites suggests that antenna beam tilting will have very little impact. 
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Distance from Mont-Royal to Lac Echo [km] 

Figure 15: Terrain elevation between the Mont-Royal and Lac Echo transmitters 
in detail (top) and to scale with the distance (bottom). 

A recent study of transmit antennas theoretically adapted to terrain morphology suggests that even this 
approach which is much more optimised than  simple tilting provides little or no improvement in the 
network performance. 

Antenna beam shaping optimisation is therefore of limited interest to reduce the effect of interference in 
the SFN, except when it is necessary to provide null filling in the immediate vicinity of the transmitter to 
provide sustained field strength close to the transmitter (downward side-lobes) to reduce occurrence of 
interference from far away transmitters. Such techniques of partial de-tuning of the transmit antennas is 
currently used in VHF and UHF broadcasting. • 

3.2.2 Time Synchronisation 

Changing the time synchronisation of individual transmitters by ch anging their respective emission delay 
will produce a relocation of the guard interval zone (GIZ). Properly designed by moving the GIZ in an 
area where intra-SFN interference is strong, this approach c an  be interesting to improve SFN 
performance. 

The experimental Montréal SFN without tilt optimisation is modified by changing the delays so that the 
Mont-Royal and Rigaud sites emit synchronously but some 72 is before the Lac echo site. 

Figure 16 presents the GIZ of the Montréal SFN before (top) and after (bottom) this time synchronisation 
optimisation. 
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Figure 16: Guard interval zones (large grey polygon) of the experimental Montréal SFN 
before (top) and after (bottom) time synchronisation optimisation. 
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This change in time synchronisation has moved the GIZ away from the Lac Echo transmitter and at the 
same time has stretched it, making it much longer. The resulting SFN configuration with time 
synchronisation optimisation is now studied. 

Figure 17 presents C/I results for values of 17 dB (thick lines) and 25 dB (dashed lines) for this time 
synchronisation-optimised SFN configuration. 

Figure 17: Carrier-to-interference ratio of 17 dB [thick] and 25 dB [dashed] 
for the time synchronisation-optimised experimental Montréal SFN with 10 km grid. 

Comparing these results with those without optimisation shown in Figure 12, an important reduction in 
interference has been achieved, especially on the island of Montréal. It is almost impossible to 
completely eliminate the problem of interference through time synchronisation optimisation, because 
certain areas will almost always suffer some increase of interference, as witnessed near Lac Echo, while 
the area of interest provides improved performance. Although it is a trade-off of performance between 
different areas in the service area, an overall SFN performance improvement can be expected through 
this approach. 

Because of terrain shadowing, proper coverage can be difficult to achieve in SFN configurations with 
great transmitter separations. For areas outside the GIZ with poor coverage or where the C// is too small, 
an increase in the power is not a useful solution to improving SFN performance. In such circumstances, 
adjusting the time synchronisation can lead to a C// increase in difficult areas but this tends to create new 
problem areas. This approach relocates the GIZ and can improve the overall service availability offered 
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by the SEN  depending on the surrounding terrain. Otherwise, when the shadowed area is located within 
the GIZ, the only solution is an increase in the received energy through the use of increased transmit 
power or the use of gap fillers. 

3.2.3 Optimised Experimental Montréal SFN 

The results presented so far in this document suggest that the initial configuration of the experimental 
Montréal SEN  could be improved to provide better  SEN performance. 

The use of greater values of tilts and the combination of mechanical and electrical tilts would lead to a 
slight C// increase in certain areas while maintaining an adequate coverage in areas not subjected to 
interference. Since the Lac Echo transmitter is the main source of interference between Montréal and 
Rigaud, a slight GIZ displacement toward the South as shown in Section 3.2.2 can eliminate most of the 
interference in this area, although it does also decrease negligibly the value of C// in the Lac Echo area. 

Figures 18 and 19 present service availability and network gain results respectively for the experimental 
Montréal SEN  optimised according to the configuration used for results presented in Figure 17 and with 
adequate power. 

Figure 18: Service availability of 50% [dashed] and 90% [thick] 
for the optimised experimental Montreal SFN with 10 km grid. 
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• Figure 19: Network gain of -10 dB, 0 dB [thick] and 3 dB 
for the optimised experimental Montreal SFN with 10 km grid. 

The correlation between the service availability in Figure 18 and the C// presented in Figure 17 suggests 
that the energy level is typically well above the noise level, and the most important coverage limitation is 
interference, not noise. 

Figure 18 shows that the final optimised experimental Montréal SFN can offer a better than 90% service 
availability in most of the areas of interest. 

Figure 19 shows that changing the time synchronisation has increased considerably the region where 
positive network gain exists, thus taking better advantage of the transmitter network. 

3.3 Maximum Transmitter Separation 

Results presented thus far indicate that L-band Mode II operation of an SFN with 50 km transmitter 
separation is interference-limited and although it is possible to reduce the effect of the interference 
through various optimisation methods, it would be next to impossible to completely remove it 
everywhere. 
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Besides the optimisation methods described here, one other obvious way of reducing the impact of 
interference is to increase the size of the GIZ. This is possible with one of two approaches: increasing the 
guard interval duration, as considered in Section 4, or reducing the transmitter separation. This last 
approach is now considered for the experimental Montréal SFN configuration. 

Figure 3 suggested that in Mode H, with a guard interval duration of 62 liS, transmitter separation of 
18.75 km would solve the intra-SFN interference limitation by considering 100% of the signal energy as 
constructive. Such a configuration will always provide coverage without interference-limitation, but it 
may not be necessary to reduce the transmitter separation as much since the constructiveness of the 
signal energy does not abruptly change from 100% to 0%. 

A value of transmitter separation somewhere between 18.75 km and 50 km could provide a reasonable 
coverage depending on the specific environment without significantly increasing the intra-SFN 
interference. The maximum reasonable separation is a function of the terrain elevation and ground cover 
within the service area. Unpublished results suggest that transmitter separations on the order of 25 to 35 
km could be considered while still minimising the intra-SFN interference. 

As an example, a modified Montréal SFN is studied using only two transmitters separated by some 30 
km, located at Mont-Royal and Oka, with antenna heights of 30 m and 75 m AGL respectively and 
transmit powers of 3 kW and 2 kW ERP respectively. 

Figure 20 presents the service availability results for values of 50% (dashed lines) and 90% (thick lines). 

Figure 20: Service availability of 50% [dashed] and 90% [thick] 
for a modified Montréal SFN with 10 km grid. 
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These results show that the coverage area is much greater with a much better service availability than 
when using 50 km transmitter separation. Service availability greater than 90% is achieved in almost all 
of the area of interest. The few exceptions include an area South-West of Rigaud that is not covered 
because of shadowing from the Rigaud mountain and also an area North of Montréal that suffers from 
reduced coverage. 

3.4 Doppler 

If the maximum acceptable receiver performance degradation due to Doppler spreading is defined as 4 
dB at a BER of 104, a theoretical study [6] of the worst-case situation occuiTing when travelling between 
two on-channel transmitters, towards one and away from the second, suggests the receiver velocity would 
be limited to 184 km/h for Mode II operation at L-band. 

Computer simulation results presented in Appendix A indicate that for a single transmitter system (non-
SFN), receiver performance will generally degrade by less than 1 dB with receiver velocities below 100 
km/h, and by less than 4 dB for velocities between 135 and 175 km/h, depending on the environment 
type. As speed increases, performance tends to fail severely, with the required signal-to-noise ratio 
increasing almost asymptotically with speed above a threshold point defined by the environment type 
(multipath structure). 

Laboratory measurement results presented in Appendix B indicate that for the same single transmitter 
system (non-SFN), receiver performance will generally degrade by less than 2 dB with receiver velocities 
below 100 km/h, and by less than 4 dB for velocities between 135 and 185 km/h, depending on the 
environment type. As speed increases, performance degrades considerably. These results support the 
computer simulation results from Appendix A. 

Field measurement results presented in Appendix C indicate that with a two-transmitter time 
synchronised SFN, performance degradation of no more than 2 dB is observed for speeds up to 150 km/h. 

These similar results indicate that Mode II at L-band is fairly robust to the effects of frequency shift due 
to Doppler for receiver speeds up to 150 km/h. 

3.5 Summary 

Based on the results presented here and other studies yet to be published, it would seem that when 
operating in Mode II at L-band, it should be possible to achieve SFN performance with negligible 
interference-limitation if transmitter separation of 35 km or less are considered, depending on the 
environment. As the number of transmitters increases within the network, the transmitter separation must 
be decreased to avoid increased interference limitations [1]. If greater transmitter separations are 
necessary with Mode II, it is possible to improve the system performance through SFN optimisation but 
again this is a function of the environment. A better solution for networks requiring transmitter 
separations greater than 35 km is to use a mode other than Mode II that can provide a larger guard 
interval duration. 
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4. SFN Performance with Mode I 

Mode I provides a guard interval duration that is about four times greater than that of Mode II, or 246 lis. 
This larger guard interval helps to reduce the intra-SFN interference such that transmitter separations 
greater than those possible with Mode II can be considered when designing an SFN. However, other 
performance limitations appear, namely from Doppler. This section discusses the maximal transmitter 
separation which should be used when operating in Mode I at L-band and also considers the limitations 
on receiver velocity due to the Doppler effect. Note however that as mentioned previously, Mode lis 

 meant for use at VHF frequencies and so using it at L-band would not be optimal. 

4.1 lntra-SFN Interference & Maximum Transmitter Separation 

The larger Mode I guard interval associated allows much greater transmitter separations than does Mode 
II. Based on simple signal propagation at the speed of light, a 246 ias guard interval duration corresponds 
to a maximum transmitter separation on the order of 75 km if all three on-channel transmitters are to be 
included within the GIZ. Previous results for Mode II show that it is not necessary to include all 
transmitters within the GIZ since the signal energy still has some constructive components as it falls 
outside of the guard interval, although it becomes increasingly destructive as it moves further away from 
the guard interval. Extrapolating linearly from the Mode II results showing that 25 to 35 km would be 
feasible with reasonably low levels of intra-SFN interference, Mode I should be feasible with transmitter 
separations on the order of 100 km to 140 km, again depending on the environment. This clearly shows 
that intra-SFN interference should not be a problem in Mode I at L-band with SFN configurations using 
50 km transmitter separations because the guard interval is sufficiently large. 

As an example of Mode I operation, the experimental Montréal SFN with 50 km transmitter separations 
is studied. 

Figure 21 presents the service availability results for values of 50% (dashed lines) and 90% (thick lines). 

These results indicate that service availability greater than 90% is achieved in all of the service area. The 
difficult areas that do exist occur very far from any of the transmitters such that they can easily be 
attributed to noise limitation. 

For the salce of theoretical studies, it would be possible to consider a modified SFN configuration in 
Mode I for the Montréal area using transmitter separations greater than 50 km. This is not studied in the 
context of the current report as Mode lis  not a proper use of the technology at L-band. 

4.2 Doppler 

For the maximum acceptable receiver performance degradation of 4 dB considered earlier for Mode II, 
published results [6] suggest that the receiver velocity would be limited to 46 km/h for Mode I at L-band 
for the worst-case scenario. 

Computer simulations results presented in Appendix A indicate that for a single transmitter system, 
receiver performance will generally degrade by 2 dB to 3 dB with receiver velocities below 40 km/h. 
Performance tends to fail severely at greater speeds. 
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Figure 21: Service availability of 50% [dashed] and 90% [thick] 
for a Mode I Montréal SFN with 10 km grid. 

Laboratory measurement results presented in Appendix B indicate that for the same single transmitter 
system, receiver performance will generally degrade by up to 3 dB with receiver velocities of 25 km/h. 
Performance fails severely beyond about 50 km/h. These results confirm the computer simulation results 
presented in Appendix A. 

Field measurement results presented in Appendix C indicate that with the same single transmitter system, 
considerable receiver performance degradation occurs in urban areas at speeds beyond 30 km/h. For rural 
areas, speeds up to 80 km/h or more are possible due to line-of-sight reception and the small number of 
multipath reflections. 

These similar results indicate that Mode I at L-band is very sensitive to the effects of frequency shift due 
to Doppler and cannot accommodate receiver velocities typical of highway travel. This increased 
sensitivity can be attributed in part to the reduced carrier spacing within the channel. Whereas Mode II 
provides 384 carriers spaced 4 kHz apart (refer to Table 1), Mode I provides 1536 carriers spaced only 1 
kHz apart. This four-fold reduction in carrier spacing results in increased sensitivity to frequency shifts 
and spreading from Doppler. 

It can be concluded that Mode l is  not suited for use at L-band frequencies. It was originally specified for 
use at VHF frequencies near 100 MHz, where the Doppler problem for a given vehicle speed is 15 times 
less than at 1.5 GHz. 
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4.3 Summary 

If SFN configurations with 50 km transmitter separation are required, operation in Mode I offers 
complete coverage with no intra-SFN interference limitations because of the larger guard interval 
duration that produces a GIZ which includes all transmitters as well as all of the service area. 

As well, SENT configurations operating in Mode I can most likely handle transmitter separations as high 
as 100 to 140 km depending on the environment (terrain type and ground cover). 

Unfortunately, operation in Mode I suffers considerably from Doppler and this limits receiver velocities 
to well below 100 km/h. This is a serious constraint in a broadcast system. 

An intermediate mode, with a guard interval duration value somewhere between that of Mode I and 
Mode II, is considered next to permit 50 km transmitter separations with minimal receiver velocity 
limitations and also minimal intra-SFN interference. 
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5. Between Mode I and Mode II 

The studies presented in this document have shown that SFN operation in Mode II suffers from 
considerable intra-SFN interference when using 50 km transmitter separations, while Mode I at L-band 
imposes unacceptable limitations on the maximum receiver velocity because of its sensitivity to Doppler. 

This section considers what value of guard interval between those of Mode I and Mode II would be 
appropriate to provide proper SFN performance when using 50 km transmitter separations while also not 
imposing any unreasonable limitations on receiver velocity. 

5.1 Guard Interval 

To determine the minimum guard interval duration necessary to allow 50 km transmitter separation, a 
linear extrapolation from the Mode II results is first considered. For a guard interval duration of 62 ms 
(Mode II) which corresponds to a propagation distance of about 18 km, transmitter separations on the 
order of 25 to 35 km are possible depending on the environment. For 50 km transmitter separations, a 
guard interval duration as low as 90 to 125 ius may be sufficient, again depending on the environment. 
The propagation time associated with a 50 km distance is 166.7  sis. 

A more thorough approach to determining the minimum required guard interval duration is studied. The 
SFN performance as a function of the guard interval duration is considered. The results obtained show a 
relationship between performance, SFN geometry and terrain. Therefore, six different areas are 
considered. Hypothetical three-transmitter SFN configurations are developed for the Canadian cities of 
Vancouver, Edmonton, Toronto, Ottawa, Montréal, and Québec. All transmitters are located to satisfy the 
50 km transmitter separation requirement as much as possible while trying to take advantage of the 
terrain and considering a service area that encloses the population spread. 

For each of the six SFN configurations, coverage is studied talcing into consideration terrain elevation 
and ground cover for values of guard interval duration varying between 161.ts and 160 its. 

Figure 22 presents results showing the value of C// exceeded for 90% or more of locations within the 
service area, as a function of the guard interval. The results are presented as the average for all six cities 
as well as the minimum and maximum obtained for individual cities. Also presented are the results for a 
generic SFN assuming uniform terrain roughness with Ah of 50 m. 

It is interesting to note that while the terrain topography does have an impact on the amount of intra-SFN 
interference present in the area, widely different topographies do not produce diverging results. As well, 
the results taking into consideration uniform terrain roughness are quite similar to those with real terrain 
features. 

These results indicate that for SFN configurations with 50 km transmitter spacing, increasing the guard 
interval duration significantly reduces the performance degradation due to intra-SFN interference. For 
example, increasing the guard interval duration from 62 las (Mode II) to 123 [ts (Mode IV) results in an 
increase in the C// by approximately 17 dB in 90% or more of locations. 

A guard interval duration of 100 its or more corresponds to an average C// threshold of 25 dB for at least 
90% of locations. This value is the minimum guard interval duration, averaged for a vaiiety of terrain 
types, required to minimise the intra-SFN interference in SFN configurations using 50 km transmitter 
separations. Unpublished results indicate that a mountainous environment requires a guard interval 
duration as large as 120 ps while for a flat environment, it can be as low as 75 i_ts. 
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Figure 22: Carrier-to-interference ratio value exceeded as a function of the guard interval duration 

for coverage in 90% or more of locations, shown averaged for six cities with the max/min for 
individual cities. 

The above results suggest that to minimise the intra-SFN interference in the SFN performance, a guard 
interval duration on the order of 100 ps would be sufficient. Mode IV uses 123 ts  and will be studied 
next to identify its usefulness for SFN configurations using 50 km transmitter separation and also its 
robustness to Doppler. 

5.2 Mode IV 

For comparison with earlier results with Mode II and Mode I, the experimental Montréal SFN is now 
considered with Mode IV. 

Figure 23 presents service availability for values of 50 % (dashed lines) and 90% (thick lines). 
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Figure 23: Service availability of 50% [dashed] and 90% [thick] 
for a Mode IV Montréal SFN with 10 km grid. 

The service area is almost completely covered. Only two important areas are not well covered, but the 
problem is not due to intra-SFN interference, but rather to signal blockage. The first area is directly to the 
West of the Mont-Royal transmitter. The specific terrain features of the Mont-Royal area create blockage 
in this direction and could be addressed with the use of a low-power gap filler. The second area is around 
the Rigaud transmitter. This last site is clearly not a good choice for a broadcast antenna tower because 
of the plateau at the mountain top. 

The useftilness of Mode IV is therefore obvious if there is a requirement to have large transmitter spacing 
within the SFN configuration, with values on the order of 50 km. 

The final decision as to the usefulness of Mode IV will likely be dictated by the maximum allowable 
receiver velocity when in the presence of Doppler. The velocity limitation will be greater than with Mode 
II, but much less than with Mode I. For a receiver performance degradation of no more than 4 dB with a 
BER level of 1O,  theoretical worst-case results in [7] extrapolated to Mode IV suggest that receiver 
velocity may be limited to 92 km/h. This may not be enough for a mobile broadcast service to cover all 
types of mobile reception. 
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Results from computer simulations presented in Appendix A indicate that for a single transmitter system 
(non-SFN), receiver performance will generally degrade by 2 to 3 dB with receiver velocities up to 75 
km/h. Performance tends to fail severely beyond this. 

By extrapolating the laboratory measurement results presented in Appendix B for Modes I and II, 
receiver performance is found to degrade by 2 to 3 dB with receiver velocities between 60 and 90 km/h, 
beyond which performance tends to fail severely. 

These results indicate that the new mode may not be robust enough to the effects of frequency shift due 
to Doppler to offer a service to mobile L-band receivers at speeds much beyond 100 km/h. 

Further studies are suggested to determine how this sensitivity to Doppler could be reduced to allow 
adequate coverage at slightly higher speeds. 

5.3 Summary 

Mode IV addresses the problem of intra-SEN  interference in SFN configurations with 50 km transmitter 
separations, but it introduces certain limitations on receiver velocity which may be unacceptable for a 
broadcast service aimed at mobile receivers. Further research is required to clearly identify if this is 
really a problem. 
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6. Conclusions 

This document presented some of the more interesting criteria to consider when trying to determine the 
performance of SEN  configurations in DRB. They include service availability, network gain, carrier-to-
interference ratio and interference-to-noise ratio. 

Two important limitations of SFN performance are intra-SFN interference and Doppler spread. Examples 
were presented using Modes I, II and IV of the DRB specification at L-band to explain how these 
limitations can be addressed through optimisation while using the above criteria as a measure of 
performance. 

The carrier-to-interference ratio information is useful to determine the feasibility of an SEN  
configuration. It identifies regions where intra-SFN interference affects performance. 

The service availability information provides important insight on the optimal power settings for the 
individual transmitters assuming good knowledge of the intra-SFN interference problem. 

Methods of optimisation considered useful include: 

• using a different transmission mode (Mode I/II/IV); 

• relocating the transmitters to bring them close to the GIZ; 

• adjusting the time synchronisation of individual transmitters in order to position the GIZ in the area 
of maximum intra-SFN interference. 

Further studies could be undertaken to identify other methods of interest to address these specific 
performance limitations. 

In the examples presented here and confirmed from other unpublished studies, results suggest that it 
might be possible to operate in Mode II with transmitter spacing of up to 25 km to 35 km depending on 
terrain and level of optimisation in the design. Mode IV can be used if ttansmitter separation of 
approximately 50 km is necessary, but it may impose an unrealistic limitation on vehicle speed. Mode I 
imposes no real limitations on transmitter spacing - typical transmitters will not be able to provide 
enough signal strength at the maximum distances allowed in Mode I - but there is a very serious 
limitation on vehicle speed that makes it useless at L-band. 

Further studies will help to more clearly identify velocity limitations of Mode IV. 
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A. Computer Simulation Results 

Parametric studies on the COFDM emission scheme have been performed by computer simulation. The 
simulation work discussed in this Appendix was peiformed by Minh T. Le of the Communications 
Research Centre. A detailed description of the simulation procedure and basic system assumptions are 
presented in [A1]. 

Results presented here are only for certain terrestrial mobile channel models used in conjunction with 
three modes of operation, as described next. 

A.1 Channel Models 

A.1.1 COST 207 Theoretical Models 

Some simulation results have been generated using theoretical terrestrial mobile channel models 
consisting of 4 discrete paths (rural) and 6 discrete paths (urban), each having a given time delay, 
Doppler spectrum, and relative attenuation taken from Tables 2.4.1a and 2.4.2d of [A2] and reproduced 
here in Tables Al and A2. 

Tap No. Delay Power 	Doppler Spectrum Type 
[ils] 	[dB]  

1 	0 	0 	Rician (Classical Doppler + LOS) 
2 	0.2 	-2 	 Classical Doppler  
3 	0.4 	-10 	 Classical Doppler  
4 	0.6 	-20 	 Classical Doppler 

Table Al: Rural (non-hilly) channel (RA) model tap settings with resulting delay spread of 0.1 its. 

Tap No. Delay Power 	Doppler Spectrum Type 
rilsi 	[dB]  

1 	0 	-3 	Classical Doppler  
2 	0.2 	0 	 Classical Doppler  
3 	0.5 	-2 	Classical Doppler  
4 	1.6 	-6 	Double Gaussian for short 

delay  
5 	2.3 	-8 	Double Gaussian for long delay 
6 	5.0 	-10 	Double  Gaussian for long delay 

Table A2: Urban (non-hilly) channel (TU) model tap settings with resulting delay spread of 1.0  sis.  

Figure Al presents the power delay profile for the theoretical models of rural area (RA) and typical 
urban area (TU) for the above discrete channel models, where the respective value of delay spread a is 
given in !is. 
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Figure Al: Theoretical continuous delay power profiles for rural and urban areas. 

A.1.2 Modified-CCETT Theoretical Models 

Most simulation results have been generated using a channel model with 40 discrete paths, where each 
path is associated with a delay whose distribution approximates that shown in Figure Al, and a Doppler 
shift whose distribution estimates the U-shape spectrum. 

A.1.3 Measurement Models 

Two channel models used for some of the simulations were derived from channel characterisation 
measurements [A3] by identifying six dominant paths from the measured scatter. The channel models, 
shown in Figure A2 as scattering diagrams, represent the downtown Ottawa and rural Trois-Rivières 
regions. 

Figure A2: Measured scattering diagram for (a) Ottawa and (b) Trois-Rivières. 
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A.2 Modes 

Results are presented for three modes of operation of the Eureka 147 DRB system. These are shown in 
Table A3, where all times are in sis. 

Mode 	D 	t, 	Ts  
11 	62 	250 	312  
Iv 	123 	500 	623  
I 	246 	1000 	1246 

Table A3: Eureka 147 DRB transmission modes considered in this document. 

4.3 Results 

The following sections present only the simulation results which are relevant to the present study. 
Considerably more simulations were performed to study various other aspects of the DRB system, 
including coding and interleaving, but these do not concern  this report. 

Listening tests carried out at the Communications Research Centre on the MUSICAM audio source 
coding system [A4] indicate that the failure characteristics of the system in the presence of random bit 
errors is such that the average listener will start detecting audio quality differences at BER values of 
between 10-4  and 10-3  when using typical radio (speech and music) material in a controlled listening 
room. It is therefore safe to assume that in an uncontrolled environment, a BER value of 10-3  will lead to 
negligible perceptible audio quality differences. For this reason, results presented in this Appendix are 
limited to values of Eb/No  required to achieve a system BER performance of 10-3 . 

A.3.1 COST 207 Theoretical Models 

The simulation results are presented in Table A4 for Mode II using the theoretical urban and rural 
channel models No. 1 described previously. The values in the table represent the  E1 /NO  (dB) as a function 
of receiver velocity (km/h) for a BER of 10-3 . This data is plotted in Figure A3. 

Velocity Typical Urban Rural Area  
36 	12 	13.7  
72 	11.9 	13.7  

115.2 	 >20  
144 	14.7 

172.8 	16.6 
198 	>25  00 

Table A4: Simulation results in Mode II only for theoretical COST 207 channel models. 
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Figure A3: Simulation results for Mode II only using the theoretical COST 207 channel models. 

Using the theoretical channel models with only 4 or 6 discrete paths, results for operation in Mode II 
indicate that operation in a rural channel, which causes less signal dispersion, requires higher signal to 
noise ratio than does operation in an urban channel. This is associated with the frequency diversity found 
in a channel that produces significant signal dispersion. It should be noted that this diversity allows the 
mobile receiver to operate at higher speeds in an urban setting than it could in a rural setting. While this 
is not observed in general, it is the case when a 'worst-case' rural channel model is considered, as is the 
case here. 

A.3.2 Modified-CCETT Theoretical Models 

The simulation results are presented in Table A5 for Mode II and Mode IV using the theoretical 
modified-CCETT urban and rural channel models described previously. The values in the table represent 
the  E1/N0  (dB) as a function of receiver velocity (km/h) for a BER of le. 
This data is plotted in Figure A4, enhanced with extrapolated data (indicated with an X in the legends) to 
complete the set of curves for all three modes. The results for Mode IV (RA) were simply extrapolated 
from Mode II results by applying a factor of two. Likewise, results for Mode I were extrapolated from 
Mode IV by applying a factor of 2. These extrapolations were performed following a study of the 
tendency of the data for many other configurations which are not presented here. 

Using the theoretical channel models with approximately 40 discrete paths, results lead to the same 
general trends as with the theoretical COST 207 models: operating in the rural channel requires higher 
signal to noise ratio than in the urban channel. This is again dependent on the choice of channel model. 
As an example, with a receiver velocity of 100 km/h, 1 dB of extra signal power is required, and at 140 
km/h, 2 dB more is required. 

In a given environment, it is found that switching from Mode II to Mode IV and again to Mode I, requires 
more signal power to operate at a given receiver velocity. This is clearly a limitation due to the COFDM 
carrier spacing and its impact on the Doppler effect: Mode II has 4 kHz carrier spacing, compared with 
the 2 kHz spacing for Mode IV and 1 kHz for Mode I, and obviously frequency instability due to the 
Doppler effect will have a greater impact when the carriers are spaced closer together. Results indicate 
that operation in Mode I would be limited to velocities below 40 to 45 km/h for the two channel models, 
whereas this would extend up to 80 to 100 km/h with Mode IV and beyond 150 km/h (or much less 
according to Figure A3) in Mode II. 
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Velocity 	'Typical Urban 	Rural  
(km/h) 	Mode II 	Mode IV Mode II 

18 	9.9 	10.1 	11  
36 	9.7 	 - 	10.4  
38 	- 	10.3 	-  
72 	10 	11.8 	10.4  

	

100.8 	- 	15.8 	-  

	

115.2 	10.8 	- 	12.2  
144 	11.4 	- 	13.5  

	

151.2 	- 	 - 	15  

	

158.4 	- 	 - 	17 

Table A5: Simulation results for theoretical modified-CCETT channel models. 

(b) Rural area 

Figure A4: Plot of simulation results for theoretical modified-CCETT channel models. 

A.3.3 Measurement Models 

The simulation results are presented in Table A6 for Mode II only using the urban and rural channel 
models obtained through measurements, as described previously. The values in the table represent the 
E,/N0  (dB) as a function of receiver velocity (km/h) for a BER of 10-3 . This data is plotted in Figure A5. 
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Velocity Typical Urban Rural Area  
72 	10.8 	10.5  
180 	14.7 	16.7  
198 	18.3 

Table A6: Simulation results in Mode II only for measured channel models. 

Receiver Velocity (km/h) 

Figure A5: Plot of simulation results for measurement models. 

Using the measurement channel models with 6 dominant paths selected from the measured scatter, results 
for operation in Mode II again confirm the tendency between urban and rural environments noticed with 
the other models considered. The results for the urban channel are similar to those for other channels, but 
there is less difference between the urban and rural channels for the measurement models as there are for 
the theoretical models. This is in part due to the dispersion which is greater in the rural measurement 
channel than it is in the two theoretical rural channels, and also the presence of a Rician-like component 
at a value of excess time delay of 0.5 la.s. 

The so-called 'typical rural' channel taken from the COST 207 report [A2] does not seems to be 
representative of actual rural channels; field measurements suggest that a representative rural channel 
would probably provide better performance than the typical urban from COST 207. 
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B. Laboratory Measurement Results 

Laboratory measurements were performed using Eureka 147 encoder/decoder hardware operating in 
Modes I and II, and a channel simulator with rural and urban channel models. The laboratory 
measurement work discussed in this Appendix was peiformed by Barry McLarnon and Tom Kahwa of 
the Communications Research Centre. 

The measurement setup is discussed, and the results are presented. 

B.1 Hardware Setup 

The laboratory measurements are performed using the hardware setup shown in Figure Bi. A CD quality 
audio source is compressed according to the MUSICAM specification, encoded with a 3rd generation 
Eureka 147 encoder, and then up-convened to L-band. The resulting RF signal is then passed through the 
channel. Note that the RF signal is also broadcast for use in the field measurements. 

The channel model consists of two PC-controlled HP Model 11759C RF Channel Simulators [B1], 
offering up to 12 paths which can be Doppler shifted, or Rayleigh or log-normal faded, delayed, and 
attenuated. The correlation between paths is also adjustable, although for these measurements, it is 
always set to zero, to correspond with no correlation. Gaussian noise is also included in the channel. 

The channel output is fed to a 3rd generation Eureka 147 DRB receiver, which regenerates the digital and 
analogue audio programs. 

B.2 Channel 

The laboratory measurements are performed using one of four channel models, including two rural and 
two urban models. 

The first rural channel model, referred to as Rural No. 1 in this document (referred to as Profile #4 in the 
simulator setup), is obtained from ch annel characterisation measurements [B2] in the Trois-Rivières area. 
It consists of 7 Rayleigh faded paths each with the 'Classical' [B3] Doppler spectrum. The path 
characteristics are given in Table Bi. 

I 	
Path 	Spectrum . Delay (Ms)  Attenuation (dB)  

1 	Rayleigh 	0.0 	 24.0  
2 	Rayleigh 	0.2 	 4.7  

I 	
3 	Rayleigh 0.5 
4 	Rayleigh 

	

0.7 	
15.5  
0.0 

5 	Rayleigh 	0.9 	 11.3  

I 	
6 	Rayleigh 1.2 
7 	Rayleigh 

	

1.9 	
23.5  
25.4 

I Table Bi: Description of the Rural No. 1 channel model. 
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Figure Bi:  Laboratory measurement setup. 

The second rural channel model, referred to as Rural No. 2 (Profile #1), originates from the COST 207 
document [B3,§2.4, Table 2.4.1b]. It consists of one Rician path, defined as a direct (path 1) plus a 
Rayleigh path (path 2), and 5 Rayleigh faded paths (paths 3 to 7) with the 'Classical' Doppler spectrum. 
The path characteristics are presented in Table B2. The angle of arrival of the direct path is chosen as 
450, giving a Doppler shift of 0.7 of the maximum. 
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Path 	Spectrum Delay (ps) Attenuation (dB)  
1 	Doppler 	0.0 	 6.6  
2 	Rayleigh 	0.0 	 3.6  
3 	Rayleigh 	0.1 	 4.0  
4 	Rayleigh 	0.2 	 8.0  
5 	Rayleigh 	0.3 	12.0  
6 	Rayleigh 	0.4 	16.0  
7 	Rayleigh 	0.5 	20.0  

Table B2: Description of the Rural No. 2 channel model. 

The first urban channel model, referred to as Urban No. 1 (Profile #2 internally), originates from the 
COST 207 document [B3, §2.4, Table 2.4.2c]. It consists of 6 Rayleigh faded paths, each with the 
'Classical' Doppler spectrum. The actual model presented in the COST 207 document associates the 
'Classical' Doppler spectrum to the first two paths, and the GAUS1 spectrum to the other paths; 
associating the 'Classical' Doppler spectrum to all paths is "a worst case of the time variance of the 
mobile radio channel" [B3]. The path characteristics are given in Table B3. 

Path 	Spectrum Delay (ps) Attenuation (dB)  
1 	Rayleigh 	0.0 	 3.0  
2 	Rayleigh 	0.2 	 0.0  
3 	Rayleigh 	0.6 	 2.0  
4 	Rayleigh 	1.6 	 6.0  
5 	Rayleigh 	2.4 	 8.0  
6 	Rayleigh 	5.0 	10.0  

Table B3: Description of the Urban No. 1 channel model. 

The second urban channel model, referred to as Urban No. 2 (Profile #3 internally), is a variation from 
the previous urban model. It consists of 2 Rayleigh faded paths, each with the 'Classical' Doppler 
spectrum, and 4 Doppler shifted paths. The path characteristics are given in Table B4. The angle of 
arrival of the first two direct paths (paths 3 and 4) is chosen such that the Doppler shift is -0.8 of the 
maximum, while for the last two direct paths (paths 5 and 6), it is chosen such that the Doppler shift is 
0.7 of the maximum. 

Path 	Spectrum Delay (ps) Attenuation (dB)  
1 	Rayleigh 	0.0 	 3.0  
2 	Rayleigh 	0.2 	 0.0  
3 	Doppler 	0.6 	 9.0  
4 	Doppler 	1.6 	13.0  
5 	Doppler 	2.4 	15.0  
6 	Doppler 	5.0 	17.0  

Table B4: Description of the Urban No. 2 channel model. 
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B.3 Results 

Results are presented for the two operating Modes (I and II) and the four channel models. For the 
laboratory measurements, the Doppler shift in the channel is varied for corresponding values of receiver 
velocities between 15 and 240 km/h. For a given Doppler shift, the signal-to-noise ratio is varied to 
determine the threshold of audibility  (TUA),  which is the point at which impairments become ' 
perceptible. It is estimated that TOA in these tests coincided with a BER of about le. Note from the 
hardware setup that the minimum noise adjustment increment is 1 dB, so the results are accurate within ± 
0.5 dB. 

The results are presented in Tables B5 and B6 as the signal-to-noise ratio (Eb/No) required to achieve 
TUA  at a given receiver velocity, for rural and urban channel models respectively, for both Mode I and 
Mode II. 

Velocity 	Rural No. 1 	 Rural No. 2  

(km/h) 	Mode II 	Mode I 	Mode II Mode I  
15 	15.5 	17.5 	15 	13.5  
25 	- 	19 	- 	13.5  
35 	- 	23 	- 	14  
45 	16 	- 	15 	15  
55 	- 	- 	- 	20.5 
75 	16.5 	- 	15 
105 	17 	- 	15 
130 	18 	- 	15 	- 
140 	20 	- 	15  
150 	23 	- 	15.5 
160 	30 	- 	16  
170 	40 	- 	16.5 
180 	- 	- 	17 	- 
200 	- 	- 	19.5 	- 
220 	- 	- 	23 	- 
240 	- 	- 	51 	- 

n  

Table B5: Signal-to-noise ratio Eb/No  (dB) as a function of receiver velocity 
to achieve TOA in rural channels. 

This data is plotted in Figures B2 and B3 for rural and urban channel models respectively. For the rural 
channel models, the measured model (No. 1) shows better results than the COST 207 model (No. 2). 
Receiver velocities of up to about 140 km/h with model No. 1 and 200 km/h with model No. 2 are 
possible in Mode II operation for a signal-to-noise degradation of 4 dB. When operating in Mode I, this 
reduces to about 35 km/h with model No. 1 and 50 km/h with model No. 2. 

Very similar results are obtained for the urban channel models, where the receiver velocities must be 
limited to about 150 km/h with model No. 1 and 180 km/h with model No. 2 to limit the signal-to-noise 
degradation when operating in Mode II. When operating in Mode I, the velocity must be limited to about 
30 km/h for both model No. 1 and No. 2. 
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Velocity 	Urban No. 1 	 Urban No. 2  

(km/h) 	Mode 	II 	Mode I 	Mode II Mode I  
15 	14.8 	13.5 	15 	. 	16.3  
25 	- 	15 	- 	18.3  
35 	- 	19.5 	- 	21.8  
45 	14.8 	- 	15 	29.8 
55 	- 	- 	 - 
75 	14.8 	- 	15  
105 	15.8 	- 	15  
130 	17.8 	- 	15  
140 	18.3 	- 	15  
150 	23 	- 	15.5 
160 	30 	- 	16  
170 	40 	- 	16.5 
180 	- 	- 	17  
200 	- 	- 	19.5 
220 	- 	- 	23  
240 	- 	- 	51 

Table B6: Signal-to-noise ratio Eb/N. (dB) as a function of receiver velocity 
to achieve TOA in urban channels. 
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Figure B2: Plot of laboratory measurements for rural channel models. 
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Figure B3: Plot of laboratory measurements for urban channel models. 
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C.. Field Measurement Results 
Field measurements were performed using the experimental Montréal SFN, to quantify various aspects of 
its performance, including the impact of Doppler effect, as well as validate the CRC-PREDICT 
propagation models. 

The field measurement work discussed in this Appendix was performed by René Voyer and Bernard 
Breton of the Communications Research Centre, Savath Kittikhoun of Université de Sherbrooke, and 
David Parcigneau of Industry Canada (Montréal). 

The experimental Montréal SFN station and the mobile receiver unit are described as they were 
configured for the measurements. The measurement campaign is explained, and results are presented. 

C.1 Hardware Configuration 
The experimental Montréal SFN was configured as described in Table Cl  during the measurements 
performed by the Communications Research Centre in July 1994. 

Transmitter 	Montréal 	Rigaud 	Lac Echo 	Montréal GF1 	Montréal GF2  
Type 	 Main 	Main 	Main 	Gap filler 	Gap filler  
Latitude 	 45°30'20" N 	45°27'04" N 	45°51'48" N 	45°30'10" N 	45°30'10" N  
Longitude 	73°35'32" W 	74°17'42" W 	74°01'20" W 	73°36'56" W 	73°36'56" W  
Ant. Height AGL 	30 m 	31 m 	70 m 	300 ft 	 300 ft  
Antenna Pattern 	TA-1450-2NF 	TA-1450-2NF 	TA-1401-2 	TA-1403 	TA-1403  
Azimuth 	 Omni 	Omni 	140° 	 190° 	 330°  
Tilt 	 1.5° electrical 	1.5° electrical 	4 - 4.5° mech. 	7 - 8° 	 7 - 8°  
ERP 	 1740W 	155W 	310W 	50W 	 50W  
Frequency (MHz) 	1468.75 	1468.75 	1468.75 	1468.75 	1468.75  
Relative delay 	 0 os 	 — 0 las 	 0 us 	asynchronous 	asynchronous 

(from Montréal) 	(from Montréal) 

Table Cl: Parameters of the experimental Montréal SFN during measurements. 

The horizontal and vertical antenna patterns of the Til-Tek TA-1450-2NF omni-directional broadcast 
antenna, used for the main transmitters at Montréal and Rigaud, are presented in Figure Cl. The antenna 
patterns of the Til-Tek TA-1401-2 directional broadcast antenna, used at Lac Echo with a 120° beam-
width, are presented in Figure C2. The antenna patterns of the Til-Tek TA-1403 broadcast antennas, used 
at the Montréal gap filler site (note that both gap filler antennas are co-located), are similar to those 
presented in Figure C3. 

The main transmitters are time synchronised so that the centre of the GIZ, where all signals are received 
at the same time, falls almost at the centre point of the three transmit sites. A delay line is used in the 
Montréal site transmitter, to compensate for the microwave transmission delay to both Rigaud and Lac 
Echo, but the difference in distance between Montréal-Rigaud and Montréal-Lac Echo, which is a few 
km, is not taken into consideration. 

The transmit and receive set-up is shown in Figure C4. A CD quality audio source is compressed 
according to the MUSICAM specification, and fed to two 3rd generation Eureka 147 channel encoders. 
The output of the first encoder is up-converted to L-band and after amplification is broadcast from the 
main Montréal transmitter. The output of the second encoder is transmitted via microwave links to the 
Rigaud and Lac Echo transmitter sites, where the signal is then up-converted to L-band and after 
amplification is broadcast from the respective transmitters. 
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1 Figure Cl: Horizontal (left) and vertical (right) gain pattern for TA-1450 antenna. 
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Figure C2: Horizontal (left) and vertical (right) gain pattern for TA-1401 antenna. 

A mini-van houses the receiving equipment. Two DRB omni-directional antennas are located on the roof 
of the vehicle. The first DRB antenna feeds two step attenuators which permit attenuation in 1 dB and 10 
dB steps. This signal is fed to a 3rd generation Eureka 147 (COFDM) DRB receiver, which regenerates 
the digital and analogue audio programs. This receiver outputs the channel response to an oscilloscope, 
and the analogue audio to headphones. 

The second DRB antenna feeds a Rohde & Schwarz TS9957 Receiver System, which consists of an 
ESVB test receiver for coverage measurements in the planning of digital audio broadcasting networks, 
with the 2 GHz option, a global positioning system module with GPS antenna, a wheel trigger module, 
and a controller module connected to a PC computer for configuring the receiver system and collecting 
the measurement data. 
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Figure C3: Horizontal (left) and vertical (right) pattern for gap filler antenna. 

C.,2 Measurements 
Field measurements are performed with the equipment set-up in Mode II to determine the service 
coverage, and also the impact of Doppler. Measurements of the Doppler impact when operating with 
Mode I are also performed. 	 . 

C.2.1 Mode II - Coverage 
The coverage tests are performed using only the main Montréal transmitter, with other tr ansmitters 
turned off. Such tests allows for comparisons with simulated results, as well as helping in identifying the 
causes of service failure. 

The measurement zones are selected as the areas providing low service availability (below 50%) in the 
simulation work. Routes in and around Montréal are selected for these measurements. 

C.2.2 Mode II - Doppler 
The Doppler tests are performed using the main Montréal and Lac Echo transmitters in an SFN 
configuration, with other transmitters tu rned off. The point of failure (POF) is determined as a function 
of vehicle speed, for speeds ranging from 15 to 175 km/h. The ambient noise in the mini-van makes it 
difficult to perform real time threshold of audibility (TOA) tests. 

The measurement zones are selected to exhibit perfect reception when travelling at slow speeds (15 
km/h), and also offer a service margin of at least 5 dB. In addition, signals from both transmitters must be 
present in the impulse response provided by the Eureka receiver, and the two signals must not be 
separated in time by more than a quarter of the guard interval duration; this last condition is to avoid the 
constant re-synchronisation attempts by the receiver, which were observed when two strong signals were 
separated by more than half of the guard interval duration. 
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Figure C4: Field measurement hardware set-up. 

The measurement zones are along Highway 15, North of Montréal between Ste-Thérèse and St-Jérôme, 
as indicated in Figure C5. A first zone is 800 m northbound (Zone 1), while two others are southbound, 
one of 400 m (Zone 2) and another of 2.6 km (Zone 4). All three zones are in the GIZ, with Zone 2 
crossing the zero delay line. Some delay can be observed in Zones 1 and 4. The observed field strength 
within the measurement zones varied between -85 and -95 dBm, and the observed service margins were 
11, 7, and 6 dB for Zones 1, 2, and 4 respectively. 

Although care was exercised to select zones with uniform signal level and delay characteristics, it was 
observed that the channel conditions can vary along a given path. Consequently, the impact of Doppler is 
expected to vary along a path; this is particularly true in Zone 4, which has the longest length. 
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Figure C5: Measurement zones along Highway 15. 

Once the measurement zones have been identified, the operation margin of these zones is established by 
determining the maximum possible attenuation between the receiver antenna and the LNA before 
perceptible degradation of audio is observed when moving at slow speeds (15 km/h). Having identified 
the operation margin for each test path, the impact of Doppler is assessed for vehicle speeds of 75, 100, 
120, and 150 km/h, by adjusting the attenuation in steps of one dB. The accuracy of the measurements is 
reduced as the vehicle speed increases, because of ambient noise. 

C.2.3 Mode I - Doppler 
Two series of Doppler tests are performed with the equipment configured in Mode I. The first series are 
performed using only the main Montréal transmitter, with other transmitters turned off. The second series 
are performed using the main Montréal and Lac Echo transmitters in an SFN configuration, with other 
transmitters turned off; note that for these series of tests, the Lac Echo transmitter emitted far less power 
than when in Mode II for operational reasons unrelated to these measurements. 

For the single transmitter Doppler tests, the threshold of audibility (TOA) is determined for speeds 
ranging from 10 to 60 km/h. Test paths are identified according to environment types, for urban and for 
rural areas. 

Single Transmitter - Urban 

In urban areas, 200m long paths are selected along the following Montréal streets: St-Denis, Sherbrooke, 
and Des Pins, as shown in Figure C6. The vehicle speed is limited to 40 km/h. The observed field 
strength within the measurement zones varied between -80 and -90 dBm, and the observed service margin 
varied between 8 and 15 dB. The channel conditions are found to be stable along the paths, due to the 
homogeneous environment and the short path lengths. 
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Figure C6: Measurement zones in urban areas. 

Figure C7: Measurement zone in rural area. 
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Single Transmitter - Rural 
In rural areas, 200m long paths are selected along Montée Masson, in Laval, North of Montréal, as 
shown in Figure C7. The vehicle speed ranges from 10 to 60 km/h. The observed field strength within the 
measurement zones varied between -85 and -90 dBm, and a service margin of 14 dB is observed. The 
channel conditions are found to be stable along the paths, due to the short path length and the line-of-
sight component. 

SFN 

For the SFN Doppler tests, the TOA is also determined, instead of the POF used for Mode II tests. 
Speeds in the range of 20 to 70 km/h are considered. The test paths are the same as desciibed for the 
Doppler measurements in Mode II previously. 

C3  Results 
Field measurement results are presented for the various tests. 

C.3.1 Mode II - Coverage 
A map of the  results is presented in Figure C8, showing in the areas tested, where the service was 
available ()  and where it was not available  (U).  

The importance of trees on the signal strength is evident in these results: the signal strength varied by as 
much as 20 dB within various perpendicular streets, and this can be directly attributed to the mature trees 
by the side of the streets. Future coverage measurements should therefore concentrate on areas with 
mature trees with foliage, which would be more representative of typical rural, suburban, and urban 
areas. 

Results compared favourably with the simulated coverage using CRC-PREDICT in suburban and rural 
areas, while in dense urban areas, the simulations were overly optimistic by about 10 dB. It should be 
noted that this propagation model was developed for use in VHF/UHF bands only. 

C.3.2 Mode Il  - Doppler 
Results presented in Table C2 and Figure C9 indicate that the point of failure was not significantly 
shifted with increased receiver velocity. Only a few short breaks in the audio were heard and very few 
occurrences of muting were observed even at the highest speeds. Note that the hardware set-up offers a 
resolution of no better than 1 dB in the results. 

Velocity (km/h) Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3  
0 	 15 	15 	15  

75 	15 	16 	15  
100 	15 	15 	15  
120 	15 	15 	15  
150 	16 	16 	17 

Table C2: Measurement results given as Eb/No (dB) as a function of velocity 
for the three highway measurement zones considered in Mode II. 
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Figure C8: Coverage in Mode II. 
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Figure C9: Measurement results for highway area in Mode II. 

Assuming that the three measurement zones are representative of Doppler-difficult rural areas where 
vehicles may drive at high speeds, Mode II used in a SFN configuration is found to be very robust to 
Doppler within the range of receiver velocities considered. 

C.3.3 Mode I - Doppler 
Table C3 and Figure C10 present results of the Doppler effect on the threshold of audibility (TOA), for 
single transmitter measurements in urban areas while operating in Mode I. Considerable degradation of 
the TOA occurs for velocities beyond about 30 km/h. At speeds of 50 km/h, perfect service would be 
impossible. The resolution of measurements is 1 dB. 

Velocity (km/h) Des Pins St-Denis Sherbrooke  
10 	15 	16 	15  
20 	16 	15 	15  
30 	17 	17 	19  
40 	23 	23 	26  
50 	>50 	>50 	>50  

Table C3: Measurement results given as Eb/No (dB) as a function of velocity 
for the three urban measurement zones considered in Mode I. 
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Figure C10: Measurement results for urban area in Mode I. 

It is interesting to note that while the TUA  increases asymptotically beyond 30 km/h, the POF was still 
not reached at speeds of 50 km/h, where the human voice could still be understood. The stable channel 
conditions along paths selected in urban areas suggests that these results might be more accurate than 
those in other areas. 

Table C4 and Figure C 11 present results of the Doppler effect on the threshold of audibility  (TUA), for 
single transmitter measurements in rural areas while operating in Mode I. The system seems to be robust 
to Doppler; in this particular instance, it is attributed to the presence of a line-of-sight component, as well 
as the small number of multipath reflections. Very little degradation of the TUA  occurs for velocities up 
to 60 km/h; however, the trends suggests that degradation could become important for velocities around 
80 to 100 km/h. More field measurements in rural areas are required. The resolution of measurements is 
1 dB. 

Velocity (km/h) Montée Masson  
10 	 15  
20 	 15  
30 	 15  
40 	 16  
50 	 16  
60 	 17 

Table C4: Measurement results given as Eb/No (dB) as a function of velocity 
for the rural measurement zone considered in Mode I. 
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Figure C11: Measurement results for rural area in Mode I. 

Table C5 and Figure C12 present results of the Doppler effect on the threshold of audibility (TOA), for 
SFN configurations in highway areas while operating in Mode I. Results for each of the three paths are 
very different, which suggests the importance of the channel impulse response on the degradation due to 
Doppler. Zone 2, with trees on each side of the highway, suffers very little degradation of the TOA level, 
while Zone 1, located near a highway on-ramp with buildings and road signs in the surrounding area, 
suffers considerable degradation. The resolution of measurements is 1 dB. 

Velocity (km/h) Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 4  
20 	15 	15 	15  
45 	18 	15 	17  
70 	24 	16 	18 

Table C5: Measurement results given as Eb/No (dB) as a function of velocity 
for the three highway measurement zones considered in Mode I SFN. 
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Figure C12: Measurement results for highway area in Mode I SFN. 
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